WHAT MAKES TSWALU UNIQUE

Sense of Space Tswalu
Tswalu Kalahari is South Africa's largest private game reserve. This vast and magical landscape takes conservation as its first priority; with its vision:
To leave our world better than how we found it.

Flexibility
No other game reserve offers such flexibility. Each booking receives their own private vehicle, guide and tracker. Your private, dedicated team gives
you the flexibility to choose how you would like to spend your day – from breakfast in bed and an indulgent spa treatment in the comfort of your own
deck overlooking the Kalahari, to a leisurely game drive, and a delicious private gourmet picnic which reflects the essence of Africa.

Malaria-free Safari
Tswalu is MALARIA-FREE and guests do not have to worry about taking anti-malaria tablets. It is ideal for families, and at Tswalu we welcome children
and actively encourage them to participate fully in the safari experience.

Rare and Diverse Wildlife
Tswalu has superlative game, offering sightings of some of South Africa's rarest and most extraordinary wildlife, including:
• Desert black rhino - Tswalu's population represents one third of South Africa's entire remaining desert black rhino
• White rhino
• Black-maned Kalahari lions
• Leopard
• Disease-free buffalo
• Wild dogs
• Cheetah

• Meerkats
• Giraffe
• Rare antelope such as roan, sable and tsessebe - Tswalu has significant populations of all three species.
There are over 80 species of mammals and 240 species of birds (including endangered raptors), at Tswalu, which is also home to the elusive aardvark,
aardwolf, pangolin and brown hyena.

Ancient San Artworks
The Kalahari is the ancestral home of the San people, and some of their ancient engravings can be seen at Tswalu; current research suggests these
may be amongst the oldest artworks on Earth.

Privacy and Exclusivity
At maximum capacity Tswalu will take only 28 adults in total – both camps combined. This represents the lowest imaginable density of visitors. The
emphasis at Tswalu is on privacy and exclusivity – your own private Kalahari safari. Children are welcome at both camps.
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